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Eat, Pray, Fortnite

The video game is taking over campus, but how much is it taking over its players’ lives?           By Justin Ayres

[Fortnite Loading Music]

MOLLY MITCHELL: The video game Fortnite: Battle Royale is famous worldwide, [Loading fades out] and Huntington

University isn’t an exception from its realm of influence. Are studies going down the drain? Is the game isolating

students? Are relationships being affected? Justin Ayres has the story.

JUSTIN AYRES: Your heart is pounding. You look out the window of your flying bus to see a great number of gliders

floating towards the ground below. Attached to each parachute is a man or woman who is preparing to destroy you. It’s

kill or be killed. You walk towards the exit of your vehicle with winds of a developing storm attempting to push you

back. They are unsuccessful. You take a deep breath —and you jump. [Fortnite Explosion Sound Effect, music cuts out]

What follows for millions of gamers worldwide is Fortnite: Battle Royale. 3.4 million as of March 3 , 2018, according to

Metro Gaming. This is just the number of concurrent, consistent players. The total number of people to ever play the

game is much higher and when people aren’t playing, they are watching others play on YouTube. If anyone feels the

obsession with the game, it’s the students of Huntington University.

JUSTIN AYRES: (Field Recording) What comes to mind when you think of Fortnite?

BROOKS WALKER: It’s a waste of time.

EMILY STRUNK: I think it’s a fun game.

ANDI SNAVLEY: People like it more than they should.
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HEATH DIDION: Fortnite is life.

JUSTIN AYRES: That was HU students Brooks Walker, Emily Strunk, Andi Snavley, and Heath Didion. Everyone on

campus who has been exposed to the game has an opinion about it and how it affects people. But, the supervisors for

Grant Medical Health told me via phone call that they believe video games themselves do not affect mental health,

because there is no concrete proof to support it. This statement is supported by many tests. Does Fortnite really have

no effect on HU students?

JUSTIN AYRES: “Studies” [wake up call]

Whether someone has played for a few hours, or has never touched a controller, multiple studies by psychologists

have shown that video game play hasn’t affected academic success for students.

RANDOM GAMER (Sound Effect Library): WOOOO

JUSTIN AYRES: One specific study done by The Royal Melborne Institute of Technology in 2012 found that the students

who heavily gamed were consistently equal to other students who did not. Professor Luke Fetters taught a J-Term class

when the Fortnite craze was spreading across campus.

LUKE FETTERS: I noticed general attentiveness, nothing inconsistent with the previous patterns of inattentiveness I’ve

seen in the past.

JUSTIN AYRES: So if the extra time blowing up buildings doesn’t affect my grades, I’m in the clear to keep playing,

right?

RANDOM GAMER (Sound Effect Library): NOOOOOO!

JUSTIN AYRES: “People” [wake up call]

FORT-NIGHTMARE? Instead of sleeping, studying, or socializing, some HU students are choosing to play the EpicGames

phenomenon, Fortnite. (Photo by Justin Ayres)



JUSTIN AYRES: Huntington University students take pride in their campus’s strong sense of community. Does Fortnite

strengthen this, or tear it apart? Wright Hall RA Arie Van Weelden sees both sides.

ARIE VAN WEELDEN: I think video games are a good bridge between building community with friends. I have seen that

on our floor a little bit, and it builds good community. But I think it’s too much sometimes. It’s too long. It can be good

to build community in a short period of time. But it’s these extended periods of too much playing, and we are getting

away from other things that can build community.

JUSTIN AYRES: After collecting research from 813 colleges across America on this absence of social interaction, Lauren

Walker of Brigham Young University found that more video game time equaled less quality of relationships with

others. The time spent playing the video games cuts into time devoted to social interaction. But as Van Weelden said

earlier, this isn’t the whole story. Fortnite creator, EpicGames, has continually created different modes within the

game. A duo, squad, and team mode [Gun shot SFX] were created that has allowed players to fight alongside their

friends. It helps people like freshman Joel Kintigh keep in touch with friends at home.

JOEL KINTIGH: I just play with friends from high school, so it’s nice getting to talk to them some. So, like, even when I

do play we are not always talking about the game. We still talk about life.

JUSTIN AYRES: HU students interviewed who don’t play Fortnite, such as Jacob Shelton, Heath Didion, and Emily

Strunk,  didn’t shy away from calling out others who they felt went overboard.

JACOB SHELTON: Mason Presnell.

EMILY STRUNK: He just stays in his room and plays video games all the time.

HEATH DIDION: Oh yeah, definitely Mason Presnell.

MASON PRESNELL: [Laughs] Sometimes I just feel like playing Fortnite.

JUSTIN AYRES: Presnell plays, or takes in at some form, over four hours a day of Fortnite. He has made friends through

the game, yet won’t shy away from admitting that such a high number has affected how he goes through daily life.

MASON PRESNELL: I don’t think I’ve done well this semester because of Fortnite.

JUSTIN AYRES: “Relationships” [Wake up call]

Ever since the game’s release, the effect it has on couples has been questioned at HU. In addition to the enormous

amount of Fortnite each day, Presnell is in a four-month relationship with Andi Snavley, who doesn’t play Fortnite.



DATE-NITES: Mason Presnell and Andi Snavley embrace after a trip to Applebee’s. (Photo by Justin Ayres)

MASON PRESNELL: If I know that it’s bothering her when I’m playing, then I’ll stop. But typically it doesn’t. Like, I don’t

play when I’m with her.

JUSTIN AYRES: Though he seemed confident, this is not what Snavley says.

ANDI SNAVLEY: I definitely have to tell him sometimes that he can’t play, because he has to pay attention to me.

JUSTIN AYRES: Mason and Andi aren’t the only couple in which one plays the game a lot and the other doesn’t. In fact,

there are many across HU’s campus in the same situation. When asked about relationships such as Mason and Andi’s,

Joel Kintigh’s girlfriend, Emily Strunk, feels the same way.

EMILY STRUNK: There are times where like, umm, yesterday when I hadn’t seen him very much and he literally ran to

his room so he could play Fortnite with his friends.



SEPARATED TOGETHER: Couple Joel Kintigh and Emily Strunk spend time together doing different activities, Fortnite for one, the

other studying for a social work exam. (Photo by Justin Ayres)

JUSTIN AYRES: Therapist Jaelline Jaffe told the Chicago Tribune, “It can feel like you’re being abandoned.” [Gun shot

SFX] Huntington University students have said the game contributes to ignorance and neglect within couples, yet

some couples that will play together have found the opposite, like Snavley on occasion.

ANDI SNAVLEY: It can be a fun thing that we do together.

JUSTIN AYRES: Many couples find joy playing the game together, and it helps them bond and strengthen their

relationship. Such as sophomore Aubriana Harshfield and her husband, Jacob Harshfield.



FORTNITE LOVERS: Fortnite players Aubriana Harshfield and Jacob Harshfield pose together on their wedding day. (Photo by Rachel

Essa)

AUBRIANA HARSHFIELD: We will definitely cheer each other on when we are doing well, or we are completely

sympathetic to each other when something happens in the game. It’s just another level we can connect on.

JUSTIN AYRES: EpicGames just released a mobile version and shows no signs of losing popularity, [Music fades in] so

the time players devote to the game won’t go down anytime soon. From Huntington University, I’m Justin Ayres

[Fortnite Victory Music Outro]
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